We considered the problem how to handle the exploding number of possibilities to choose atomic sites to be replaced by substituents in the supercell modeling of alloys, solid solutions, intermetallic compounds and doped materials. The number sometimes amounts to ∼ trillion, as we show in some selected examples, and hence straightforward manner to write out all the configurations to be sorted into group-theoretically equivalent clusters becomes not practically feasible due to the lack of the storage capacity even though there are several tools available to perform this straightforward method. We have developed a stochastic framework to avoid the shortage of capacity, implemented in a package of Python scripts, named as 'SHRY'. The package provides several different methods to estimate the number of the symmetrically equivalent structures from the statistical estimates obtained in the stochastic operations. A prominent conclusion derived here is that the statistical variation of the number of equivalent structures obtained by sorting the limited number of sampling of substitutions is working as a promising measure to estimate the total number of equivalent structures for the whole distribution even without performing the whole sampling. The package also provides a way to get a set of representative structures of each equivalent set with much less consumptions of data storage. The package is capable to be used as a generator to provide structural models to any following ab initio analysis for doped materials like alloys.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic substitutions on the mother compounds are the most commonly used strategy in nanotechnology to tune material properties , with examples including alloying [1, 2] doping [3, 4] and anion mixing [5] . There are large demands, especially from industrial domains, for the ability to predict how such substitutions change materials properties using materials simulations, evaluating whether they are useful to achieve desired performance targets. If we consider vacancy-type defects as a form of substitution (by a vacancy), this also covers other industrially important problems of how defects affects materials properties [4, 6] like in form of sample qualities, damages, and degradations. Ab initio calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) are the most promising framework to make such assessments by utilizing microscopic structure models of the substitutions.
A common way to describe such substitutions is the supercell method, where the substituents are treated as periodic objects within a periodic-bounded unit cell. In this method, a supercell of the original unsubstituted unit cell is first prepared, in which the substitutions are then performed. This allows for both lowering of spurious interaction between the periodic substituents, and finer resolution of substitution concentration as only discrete substitutions are allowed in the model. * mwkumk1702@icloud.com Though larger supercell increases computational costs, advances in computational power have enabled their handling even at phonon analysis level. [7, 8] With the substitution target species often residing in multiple sites within the crystalline structure, this becomes a problem even in single substitution case. The problem is also more pronounced when dealing with systems requiring supercells in its description, where even choosing to study only a single concentration will often results in a vast number of configurations. To illustrate the problem, consider a magnetic alloy, (Nd 0.7 Ce 0.225 La 0.075 ) 2 Fe 14 B (described later in details), for which a supercell with nine Ce and three La substituting a part of 40 Nd site is required. The number of possible atomic configurations in this case would amount to 40!/(28!9!3!) = 1,229,107,765,600. These 'raw' configurations (reducible structures) can further be categorized into subgroups of irreducible structures with much reduced number based on the group theoretical framework to identify equivalent structures under the symmetric operations. The keypoint here is that we can identify a set of irreducible structures which are vastly smaller than the original set of reducible structures.
A related problem is found in the field of cluster expansion methods, where they have to count up all possible structures to be sorted into fewer groups with group-symmetric equivalence. There are several implementations available for this purpose, such as CLUPAN [9] and ICET [10] . In this problem, however, the relevant factor required for the structures in the expansion is the short-range interactions [10] and hence fewer numbers of structures matter [9] due to truncation of the expansion in the lower orders, preventing combinatorial explosion. In contrast, no such factor exists in our problem, requiring another approach to address the combinatorial explosion.
To cope with such vast combinations, we have developed a new python module called SHRY (a Suite for Highthroughput generation of models with atomic substitutions implemented in python) that can generate minimal numbers of irreducible structural models with substituents even when the number of combinatorial structures gets enormous beyond available memory/storage capacities. The prominent function beyond conventional tools with similar aim (e.g. [11] ) is that the module can identify the irreducible superstructures by a stochastic way preventing all reducible structures from being written out to insufficient capacities of file/memory systems, even when it gets around, e.g., several trillion. In this paper, we describe the package specification, several selected cases of where and how the package is used, as well as the theoretical formalism explaining how the number of the irreducible structures can be identified stochastically.
II. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM
SHRY is implemented in Python 3.X, and uses CIF format as the standard for both reading reference structures and writing generated set of substituted structures. SHRY can be used on any Unix-like system as long as FINDSYM [12] and other dependencies are installed. It accepts target species and (X) and key-value pairs of substituting elements (Y 1 ,Y 2 ,· · · ) as its input, wherein the sum of Y n should be 100%.
The computational cost of SHRY is mostly limited by the FINDSYM package [12] , or any other symmetry-analysis tools of choice. It takes around 1 second per structure (e.g., ≈3 hours to calculate 10,000 structures.). Since each process is independent, SHRY can be drastically accelerated by parallelizing them, though it is not implemented yet.
After complete set S L of L reducible structures are generated, their symmetry informations are then analyzed using FINDSYM [12] and other symmetry-analysis modules. SHRY utilizes these symmetry informations to sort them into G partitions of irreducible structures (G ≤ L). The problem faced in practical situations is when L increased beyond available memory or storage capacity. In this case, SHRY can randomly picks l subset of reducible structures. Using similar partitioning operation will result in M(l) irreducible structures (M(l) ≤ G). When l ≥ G, it becomes possible for M(l) = G, and thus we are going to see convergence in the value of M(l), as shown in Fig. 1 .
This strategy is still problematic, because in general, it is non-trivial to identify whether the convergence has occured, often requiring l to be pushed way beyond G. As a powerful breakthrough, we developed another way to identify G as a position of the peak of a measure. We derived that V[M(l)] (the variance of M(l)) with respect to the random choice of l reducible structures has a maximum when l ≈ G. SHRY provides a plot of V[M(l)] as an identifier of G as its function.
III. EXAMPLE CASES A. Magnetic alloy I
The first application of SHRY was SmFe 12 magnetic alloy. Although the alloy becomes more stable by substituting Fe with Ti, such a substitution decreases the magnetic moment that is an important physical property for this material. A substitution of Sm with Zr has been proposed to solve this tradeoff. The substitution makes the alloy more stable but does not affect the magnetic moment. We therefore investigated Sm/Zr and Fe/Ti substitutions using SHRY.
A single point ab initio calculation for a provided crystal structure is nowadays well feasible even with thousands of atoms by the contemporary computational power. This enables the calculations of atomic substitutions even at smaller concentrations modelled by the supercell treatment. The bottleneck is now rather at the stage to prepare the numbers of supercell models with considering vast possibilities of the locations of substituents even under a fixed concentration. In the present system, at x=2.0 for example, the possibility amounts to 10,626 patterns for the model. We can generate the possibilities naively by a script work, but these patterns (reducible structures) still include identical structures from the viewpoint of the group symmetry. For the 10,626 patterns, they are further sorted into 61 irreducible subgroups by using SHRY. We performed ab initio simulations to generated XRD patterns evaluated over these irreducible structures to be relaxed further by the geometrical optimization, for the purpose of the machine-learning to distinguish the peak patterns. [2] Table I and II show the examples at some specific concentrations. For the Zr/Sm substitution (Table I) , The concentration, 0 ≥ y ≥ 0.5, corresponds to the substitution of a part of eight Sm sites by 0∼4 Zr atoms, which possibility amounts to,
The 163 reducible structures are then 26 irreducible ones by SHRY. For Fe/Ti substitution (y=0 , Table II ), the concentration, 0 ≥ x ≥ 2.0, corresponds to the substituting a part of 24 Fe sites by 1∼4 Ti atoms, amounting,
further sorted into 124 irreducible structures.
B. Cr substitutions of TiO 2
Unlike the case of previous subsection, the substitution of Ti by Cr in TiO 2 requires further considerations about the accompanying oxygen vacancies (V O ) to compensate the charge neutrality. One V O should be introduce per two Cr substitutions to keep the neutrality. For 1.0% Cr concentration, we x ( space group/number of configurations) 0.0 0.5 ) have to prepare a supercell accommodating 200 Ti site with two replaced by Cr. Further introducing a V O leads to the number of possibilities,
For 0.5% Cr concentration, similar procedures lead to the vast amount, 400 C 2 × 800 C 1 = 63, 840, 000 .
Despite the apparent vast numbers, they are reduced to only 169 and 237 irreducible structures, respectively, by SHRY.
C. Magnetic alloy II
For the case of the substitutions replacing Nd in Nd 2 Fe 14 B, we have to use a stochastic approach as explained at the last paragraph in §. For the system we treated, (Nd (1−x) Ce x−y La y ) 2 Fe 14 B, a part of Nd sites are replaced by Ce and La.
At a specific concentration, (Nd 0.7 Ce 0.225 La 0.075 ) 2 Fe 14 B, for example, a part of 40 Nd are replaced by nine Ce and three La, amounting 40!/(28!9!3!) = 1,229,107,765,600 =: L as its number of possibilities. For such a vast number, it is practically impossible to write out all the concrete structures due to the memory and file capacity. Let l be the practically possible number of the structures to be written out. In the stochastic way, we randomly samples only l structures out of L to be sorted into M irreducible structures (M ≤ l L). The reduced number M depends on l, which dependence is shown in Fig. 1 . We see that the estimated M(l) gets converged into the true number M(L) as l increases to some extent. By getting the converged value, we can estimate the number M(L) with the irreducible structures as the output files.
FIG. 1. The SHRY package estimates the numbers of irreducible structures (M) for a set of reducible structures. If the total number of the latter (L) gets too large, the package selects l structures randomly to identify M(l). As l increases to some extent, the estimated M gets converged into the true number M(L). The plot is taken from the case of Nd 0.7 Ce 0.225 La 0.075 ) 2 Fe 14 B.
The above discussion are under the assumption that all the replaced Ce atoms are identical in their valence state. It is expected, however, that the Ce is taking the mixed valence state (+3∼+4) [13] . To identify the average of the mixed valence, such computational efforts are performed [13] those evaluating the ground state energy as a function of the average to find the minimum as the answer. To calculate a 'single point' amongst the dependence, we specify a target average number of the valence (e.g., 3.7), and then a part of Ce sites are assigned to be +3 while otherwise +4 so that the total average equals to the number. It requires further vast number of possibilities on top of the above L further multiplied by the number of the partitioning. SHRY is useful for such searching researches. Taking the current example, further considerations with mixed valence states requires 512 times larger cases of configurations, amounting to 629,303,175,987,200.
IV. VARIANCE OF M(l) AS A PREDICTOR OF G
In §III C we have shown how the number of partitions M(l) from the randomly sampled subset of S L can be used as a statistical estimator for G. Here, we are proposing a second estimator, the peak position of the variance of M(l), as the better estimator for G. The expectation value of M(l) and its variance are defined as:
where we have introduced the probability for l-length randomly sampled subset of G-partitioned S L to be partitioned into M-partitions, the P(l, M; G). At (l = 1), it is defined to assume the value of of P(1, M; G) = 1, since only a single partition may be constructed from a single sample. Hence,
On the other hand, we also know that M(l) will tend to G at larger l, thus lim l→∞ V[M(l)] = 0. As it is a positive definite and non-zero in-between, we expect V[M(l)] to have a peak in the range of 1 < l < L. Indeed, our work shows that this peak will occur at l ∼ G.
Assuming equivalent multiplicities for each irreducible structure, asymptotic behavior of P with regards to sample size l will assume the form of
with the detailed derivations given in §IX B and its closeness to the exact probability is shown by Fig. 6 . Substituting this into the variance of Eq.(6), will result in the peak of V [M(l)] to appear at l ∼ (G + 1) ( §IX C). While several simplifications were done in order to obtain analytical form of the related equations, this was justified by the comparison to the numerical verifications in Fig. 2 .
Intuition behind the approximated position of the peak of V[M(l)] to be at l ∼ G can be explained from the schematics in Fig. 3 . When (l G), it is likely for the randomly generated structures to belong to separate partitions of S L , therefore M(l) will closely follows l. Since the value of M(l) is bounded by both G and l, the widest possible range of M(l) will occur after (l ≥ G), as highlighted by intersection P in the figure. Increasing l beyond G makes it more likely to yield G-partitions within the generated samples, lowering the variance of M(l). Accordingly, the variance will be greatest near point l = G, where intersection P occured, plus minus some points as elaborated in our derivations.
FIG. 2. Positions l 0 of the peak of V[M(l)]
relative to the number of partitions G. The results are obtained from numerical simulations with ten randomized partitions for each G, analogous to the variety of structural symmetry in real systems. Within each of these randomly generated partitions, a second sampling was then performed with varying number of samples l to obtain the peak position of V[M(l)], the aforementioned l 0 . This corresponds to each data point in the plot. We can see that l 0 has a roughly linear correlation with G, implying the possiblity to estimate G from l 0 .
V. PROVIDING IRREDUCIBLE STRUCTURES WITH MORE AFFORDABLE STORAGE
While indirect estimation of G through random subsampling and use of predictors as described in §III C is inevitable when L is not tractable, it is still preferable to generate complete representation of S L whenever possible. We have established a way to reduce the initial generation of irreducible structures, based on recognition that subtitutions of symmetrically-equivalent sites yields symmetrically identical substitutions. The identification of symmetrically-equivalent sites is already possible by established packages such as those included within pymatgen [14, 15] . Thus, by limiting the substitution only at single representative point for each symmetrically-equivalent sites, we can avoid multiple degeneracies of the generated structures. There will still be duplicates from repeated substitutions, but the number will be greatly reduced.
To illustrate our point, let us follow the case of a threesite substitutions. The procedure would follow as below: We firstly identify the Wyckoff positions labelled on atomic sites of mother structure (operation 'W 0 '). Let the labels be f 01 , f 02 , · · · , which are not identical each other. We then make an atomic substitution on the site, (e.g., f 01 ). We can get updated Wyckoff labels on the 'one-substituted' structure (operation 'W 1 ') to get f 11 ( f 01 ), f 12 ( f 01 ), · · · . Note that the labeling is depending on which site is used for W 1 ( f 01 in this case), so FIG. 3 . Schematic picture showing how the variance of M(l) takes a maximum at l ∼ G. M(l) is bounded by both l and G, since the number of partitions can not exceed both sample number l and that of total number of partitions G of the complete set S L . Exact (red circles) and approximated solution (blue triangles) of M(l) are also shown, as derived from equation (10) and (7), respectively. Vertical red arrows represents the possible ranges of M(l), for a sample with length l. As beyond l = G it becomes more likely for the random samples to be divided into the maximum number of G-partitions, V[M(l)] will be declining beyond this point, thus largest variance would occur near the intersection P or (l = G). f 11 ( f 01 ) f 11 ( f 02 ) etc. in general. By doing W 2 further, we get a 'threads', f 21 ( f 11 ( f 01 )) , f 22 ( f 11 ( f 01 )) , · · · , as shown in Fig. 4 as a tree-diagram. At each end of the branches in the tree, we get a representative lattice structure with a irreducible symmetric label. Completing all the threads, f 2 j ( f 11 ( f 01 )) j , we get back to W 1 and then complete f 2 j ( f 12 ( f 01 )) j . By doing that, we can complete all the threads branching from f 01 (W 0 ), denoted as f 2 j ( f 1k ( f 01 )) j,k .
In this scheme, the representative structures obtained at the end of branches are expected to include much reduced multiplicities in the same irreducible group, saving the storage. Since the tracing operations along each thread are possible to be performed independently, the scheme still keeps the affinity to the parallelization. A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A   A, A, A, A, B, A, A, A, A, A  B, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A 
A,
[seq] A tree structure for the sequencial picking of reducible structures. ' f 0i ' (i = 1, 2, · · · ) denotes i-th Wyckoff position amongst inequivalent ones labelled on the mother structure (with zero atomic substitution). Similarly, ' f 1i ' means the i-th Wyckoff's on the structure with one atomic substitution has already made. In this notation, ' f 1 j ( f 0i )' corresponds to a sequencial atomic substitutions made on j-th label of the Wyckoff's of the structure with a substitution on i-th of zero substitution. Note that, in general, ' f 11 ( f 01 ) f 11 ( f 02 )'.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
A. Heuristic relation between G and the variance Though that's still within the extent of a heuristic finding, we note that 10 × V[M(l 0 )] provides a quite reliable estimate for G. As shown in Fig. 5 , the estimate seems rather firm than another estimator, 'l 0 ∼ G in Fig. 2 . SHRY is then providing the estimator as one of the output for reference. For each G, we generated ten different cases of the multiplicities for each irreducible structure randomly. Then we naively picked up a sampling with l to identify M(l), and then evaluate the variance for each l to get its behavior with a peak at l = l 0 . The plot is observed to be scaling with V = 0.1×G(blue broken line), leading to a conclusion that we can estimate G from the value with V[M(l 0 )] multiplied by ten.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have constructed a stochastic framework, 'SHRY', being enable to handle the vast number of cases (∼ trillion) of atomic configurations with substituents in alloys or doped solids. Though a 'naive' counting of possible configurations of substituents gives the vast number L (the number of reducible structures), the clustering based on the group symmetric operations can sort them into G groups ('irreducible' groups), where G( L) is much reduced from L. As the input for SHRY, she reads the lattice structure of the mother compounds (that before substitutions) and the conditions of the substitutions (the kinds of atoms, the amount to be replaced). Then SHRY provides each representative structure from each irreducible group. The prominent capability is the stochastic handling which enables to treat even L gets to billions or trillion unless G( L) gets to be unaffordable. The framework takes l samples from the distribution with the size L. The l samples of structures are then sorted into irreducible groups. SHRY provides three different methods to identify G from this sampling. The first one uses the observation of the convergence, M(l → L) = G, while the second one estimate it from the peak of the statistical variance of M(l) with respect to the choice of samples gets maximum, occuring at l = l 0 . Though there is no rigid mathematical verifications, we heuristically found the third method where the G is estimated as the quantity around ten times of l 0 . We also proposed how to get representative structure models for each irreducible group by using tools to provide 'Wyckoff labels' on the site positions. This method can prevent wasting capacities of data storage for the case with vast number of possibilities. It is convenient to see the symmetry-based sorting as form of partitions within the complete set S L of combinatorial substitutions with the size L. If we sampled l randomly from within this set, appying the same symmetry operations will result in M-partitions, within the range of (1 ≤ M ≤ G). Let P (l, M; G) be the probability of getting M-partition from the l random samples of reducible structures with G being the maximum possible number of partitions, writing in terms of M:
where the a(l, M; G) is the correspondent number of cases in the probability space. Here we divide the probability space into the number of partitions M in the sample, the reason for which will be clear soon. The sum in the denominator can be evaluated as
since each random samples are independent from each other. Each terms of a(l, M; G) can be written as:
The explanation for this expression is straightforward. From complete combinatorial structure set S L containing G partitions, there will be G C M ways to have sample containing M partitions, multiplied by some function of sample length l, here denoted by F. At most, this will equal F ∼ M l , however this would include cases for which more than one structure corresponds to the same partition, resulting in (< M) partitions within the sample. Thus the correct expression for F should be something similar to:
Now consider each substracted terms. In an analogy with the previous case, now we would like to count all cases where (M−1) partitions will be formed from the initial M-partitioned set of structures, when we sampled l structures from this full set. We have previously defined a notation for this, here it would be written as a(l, M − 1; M). This would continue for (M − 2), (M − 3), until (M = 1), which can be more compactly written as:
leading to a recurrence,
Inserting both into Eq. (8) results in
B. Asymptotic evaluations
We decompose the probability P (l, M; G) into:
where A (l, M; G) is the probability to get ≥ M colors, while D (l, M; G) denotes the probability to get M colors within this subset, i.e.
Let we consider another probability, Q(l, M; G), defined as
which can be read as the probabilty of getting (< M) colors over the same l samples on the same G-partitioned set. Therefore, Q(l, M −1; G) holds a complementary relation with
Now we would like to see how Q changes with regards to the increase of number of samples l. We can write Q (l + 1, M; G) as
which can be understood as follows: Increasing the size of sample space to (l + 1) allows for an initially i-irreducible structures containing samples to form up to (i+1)-unique samples, for any integer i. Since the additional sample may took any value from the G-partitioned structure set, there will be G possible configurations from each of the initially i-length samples, explaining the multiplication from the previous set with M-partition by G. Of these, part of the initial set of samples may gain a sample belonging to a type that were not included within the initial samples, increasing the number of partition within the sample into (M + 1). As we are counting for samples including only M partitions, these are substracted from the final count, amounting to (G − M)a(l, M; G).
Writing first element in the expression can be written in terms of Q(l, M; G) as in Eq. (15), we can write 
By using an asymptotic evaluation of ∂P/∂l given in Eq.(34), we get
For F 1 and Z, the derivations given in §IX D) lead to Taking ∂P/∂M = 0 to get the condition for the peak, we obtain
To simplify the factorization, we take further approximations on the term G (l − ln 2) as G ∼ (G + 1) and ln 2 ∼ 1, getting
which is easily factorized as
This provides a conclusion that the peak occurs at M ≈ (l − 1), leading to Eq.(31) [another root, M = G + 1, does not match with the setting of the problem, M < G].
